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All Things Cease To Appear by Elizabeth Brundage (She is my cardiologist's wife)--Cricket 

Late one winter afternoon in upstate New York, George Clare comes home to find his wife murdered and 
their three-year-old daughter alone--for how many hours?--in her room down the hall. He had recently, 
begrudgingly, taken a position at the private college nearby teaching art history, and moved his family into 
this tight-knit, impoverished town. And he is the immediate suspect--the question of his guilt echoing in a 
story shot through with secrets both personal and professional. While his parents rescue him from 
suspicion, a persistent cop is stymied at every turn in proving Clare a heartless murderer. The pall of 
death is ongoing, and relentless; behind one crime are others, and more than twenty years will pass 
before a hard kind of justice is finally served. At once a classic "who-dun-it" that morphs into a "why-and-
how-dun-it," this is also a rich and complex portrait of a psychopath and a marriage, and an astute study 
of the various taints that can scar very different families, and even an entire community.  

 

Necessary Lies by Diane Chamberlain   (Linda) 

Employing accessible characters and compelling language, Chamberlain deeply mines the appalling, 
little-known history of North Carolina’s Eugenics Sterilization Program, in effect from 1929 to 1975. As 
worker-tenants on a tobacco farm in 1960, 15-year-old Ivy Hart lives with her faltering, temperamental 
grandmother, mentally slow yet breathtakingly beautiful 17-year-old sister, young nephew “Baby” William, 
and her own epilepsy. Jane Forrester, an idealistic social worker, whose status-conscious doctor-
husband isn’t convinced his wife should hold a job, feels smothered by the social niceties of the early ’60s 
South and starts to question the boundaries and mutual respect in her own marriage. When Jane 
becomes Ivy’s family’s social worker, she encounters the state program that seeks to sterilize “mental 
defectives,” among others with supposedly undesirable characteristics. Through every choice she makes 
from then on, Jane triggers an inescapable series of events that thrusts everything either she or Ivy ever 
held to be true into a harsh light, binding them together in ways they do not immediately comprehend or 
appreciate 

 

“Z – A novel of Zelda Fitzgerald” - by Therese Anne Fowler   (Linda) 

Novelist Fowler (Exposure, 2011) considered it fate that she would write about Zelda, the wife of 
celebrated writer Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald: the author’s mother and the famous flapper passed away 
on the same day. In this frothy offering, readers glimpse the glorious lives of the rich and famous of the 
Jazz Age. From the moment gorgeous Zelda laid eyes on her officer husband, her days were filled with 
magical moments, as Scott began to receive critical acclaim, and the pair navigated a social circuit 
graced by the likes of Ernest Hemingway, Tallulah Bankhead, and Gertrude Stein. But the high life 
dropped low when Fitzgerald’s good fortune began to fizzle, and his already excessive drinking 
increased. As her husband grew more distant and distracted, Zelda fell into the arms of a charming 
Frenchman, but she gave up the romance in hopes of saving her marriage. Could the dazzling literary “It” 
couple ever find its way back to bliss? Fowler renders rich period detail in this portrayal of a fascinating 
woman both blessed—and cursed—by fame. 

 

Underground Airlines by Ben H. Winters    (Gail) 

A bounty hunter named Victor tracks fugitives for the United States Marshals Service. But his mission, like 
his past, is complicated: The people he’s chasing are escaped slaves. Their main crime is rejecting a life 
of forced servitude. And Victor himself was once one of them. 

From the moment he started writing it, Mr. Winters knew that “Underground Airlines” was creatively and 
professionally risky. The novel tackles the thorny subject of racial injustice in America. It takes place in a 
contemporary United States where the Civil War never happened, and slavery remains legal in four 
states, and it’s narrated by a former slave who has paid a steep moral price for his freedom. 

 

Heroes of The Frontier by Dave Eggers    (Gail) 

is a kind of bookend to “Hologram”: another midlife crisis, captured in media res — through the story of 
Josie, a former dentist on the run from a bad relationship and on the lam in Alaska with her two children.  



Josie is grappling with a bevy of snowballing that have driven her to impulsively leave home in Ohio with 
her children, fly to Alaska (where her stepsister Sam lives), rent an ancient R.V. and hit the highway. 

Josie’s had it with Carl, the lunkheaded, feckless father of her children, a good-looking dilettante who’s 
vulgar and spineless and utterly undependable. She’s haunted by the death of a teenage patient, Jeremy, 
who died in Afghanistan after she encouraged him to follow his dreams and join the Marines.  

Wanting to believe in the American dream of fresh starts and do-overs, she wonders if she and her kids 
— Paul, an 8-year-old with the saintly heart of an elderly monk; and Ana, his 5-year-old holy terror of a 
sister — could reinvent themselves in the frontier land of the 49th state. She daydreams about a new 
career, writing songs and bringing “renewable joy to millions,” but she worries that by pulling Ana and 
Paul away from home and school she is depriving them of all the order and ritual that children crave. 

What injects Josie’s story with heartfelt emotion is her relationship with Paul and Ana, who, like her, are 
forever changed by their wilderness adventures. Ana, who vibrates at a “different galactic frequency,” is 
not tamed, exactly, but she learns the art of kindness, while Paul, the perennial worrier and caretaker, 
learns resourcefulness and courage. 

 

Night - by Elie Wiesel   (Kathy) 

An autobiographical narrative in which the author describes his experiences in Nazi concentration camps, 
watching family and friends die, and how they led him to believe that God is dead. 

Night is Elie Wiesel’s masterpiece, a candid, horrific, and deeply poignant autobiographical account of his 
survival as a teenager in the Nazi death camps. Elie Wiesel reflects on the enduring importance of Night 
and his lifelong, passionate dedication to ensuring that the world never forget man’s capacity for 
inhumanity to man. 

 

A Man called Ove – by Fredrik Backman   (Kathy) 

In this bestselling and delightfully quirky debut novel from Sweden, a grumpy yet loveable man finds his 
solitary world turned on its head when a boisterous young family moves in next door.  
 
Meet Ove. He's a curmudgeon - the kind of man who points at people he dislikes as if they were burglars 
caught outside his bedroom window. He has staunch principles, strict routines, and a short fuse. People 
call him "the bitter neighbor from hell." But must Ove be bitter just because he doesn't walk around with a 
smile plastered to his face all the time?  
 
Behind the cranky exterior there is a story and a sadness. So when one November morning a chatty 
young couple with two chatty young daughters move in next door and accidentally flatten Ove's mailbox, it 
is the lead-in to a comical and heartwarming tale of unkempt cats, unexpected friendship, and the ancient 
art of backing up a U-Haul. All of which will change one cranky old man and a local residents' association 
to their very foundations.  
 
Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban 
Malala Yousafzai and Christina Lamb, 2013   368 pp   (Julie) 

When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley in Pakistan, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai 
refused to be silenced and fought for her right to an education. 
 
On Tuesday, October 9, 2012, when she was fifteen, she almost paid the ultimate price. She was shot in 
the head at point-blank range while riding the bus home from school, and few expected her to survive. 
Instead, Malala's miraculous recovery has taken her on an extraordinary journey from a remote valley in 
northern Pakistan to the halls of the United Nations in New York. At sixteen, she has become a global 
symbol of peaceful protest and the youngest nominee ever for the Nobel Peace Prize. 
 
I Am Malala is the remarkable tale of a family uprooted by global terrorism, of the fight for girls' education, 
of a father who, himself a school owner, championed and encouraged his daughter to write and attend 
school, and of brave parents who have a fierce love for their daughter in a society that prizes sons. 

 

 



The Girls of Atomic City: The Untold Story of the Women Who Helped Win World War II by Denise 
Kiernan   373 pages     (Ellen)   

The Tennessee town of Oak Ridge was created from scratch in 1942. One of the Manhattan Project’s 
secret cities, it didn’t appear on any maps until 1949, and yet at the height of World War II it was using 
more electricity than New York City and was home to more than 75,000 people, many of them young 
women recruited from small towns across the South. Their jobs were shrouded in mystery, but they were 
buoyed by a sense of shared purpose, close friendships—and a surplus of handsome scientists and Army 
men! But against this vibrant wartime backdrop, a darker story was unfolding. The penalty for talking 
about their work—even the most innocuous details—was job loss and eviction. They all knew something 
big was happening at Oak Ridge, but few could piece together the true nature of their work until the bomb 
"Little Boy" was dropped over Hiroshima, Japan, and the secret was out. The shocking revelation: the 
residents of Oak Ridge were enriching uranium for the atomic bomb. Though the young women originally 
believed they would leave Oak Ridge after the war, many met husbands there, made lifelong friends, and 
still call the seventy-year-old town home. The reverberations from their work there—work they didn’t fully 
understand at the time—are still being felt today. In The Girls of Atomic City, Denise Kiernan traces the 
astonishing story of these unsung WWII workers through interviews with dozens of surviving women and 
other Oak Ridge residents. 

 

North of Normal: A Memoir of My Wilderness Childhood, My Unusual Family, and How I Survived 
Both by Cea Sunrise Person   357 pages    (Ellen)    

In the vein of The Glass Castle and Wild, Cea Sunrise Person’s compelling memoir of a childhood spent 
with her dysfunctional counter-culture family in the Canadian wilderness—a searing story of physical, 
emotional, and psychological survival. In the late 1960s, riding the crest of the counterculture movement, 
Cea’s family left a comfortable existence in California to live off the land in the Canadian wilderness. But 
unlike most commune dwellers of the time, the Persons weren’t trying to build a new society—they 
wanted to escape civilization altogether. Led by Cea’s grandfather Dick, they lived a pot-smoking, free-
loving, clothing-optional life under a canvas tipi without running water, electricity, or heat for the bitter 
winters. Living out her grandparents’ dream with her teenage mother Michelle, young Cea knew little of 
the world beyond her forest. For Michelle, however, now long separated from Cea’s father, there was one 
crucial element missing: a man. When Cea was five, Michelle took her on the road with a new boyfriend. 
As the trio set upon a series of ill-fated adventures, Cea began to question both her highly unusual world 
and the hedonistic woman at the centre of it—questions that eventually evolved into an all-consuming 
search for a more normal life. Finally, in her early teens, Cea realized she would have to make a choice 
as drastic as the one her grandparents once had in order to save herself. While a successful international 
modeling career offered her a way out of the wilderness, Cea discovered that this new world was in its 
own way daunting and full of challenges.  

 

West of Sunset by Stewart O'Nan    (Pat) 

In 1937, F. Scott Fitzgerald was a troubled, uncertain man whose literary success was long over. In poor 
health, with his wife consigned to a mental asylum and his finances in ruins, he struggled to make a new 
start as a screenwriter in Hollywood. By December 1940, he would be dead of a heart  attack. 
 
Those last three years of Fitzgerald’s life, often obscured by the legend of his earlier Jazz Age glamour, 
are the focus of Stewart O’Nan’s gorgeously and gracefully written novel. With flashbacks to key 
moments from Fitzgerald’s past, the story follows him as he arrives on the MGM lot, falls in love with 
brassy gossip columnist Sheilah Graham, begins work on The Last Tycoon, and tries to maintain a 
semblance of family life with the absent Zelda and daughter, Scottie. 
 
Fitzgerald’s orbit of literary fame and the Golden Age of Hollywood is brought vividly to life through the 
novel’s romantic cast of characters, from Dorothy Parker and Ernest Hemingway to Humphrey Bogart. A 
sympathetic and deeply personal portrait of a flawed man who never gave up in the end, even as his 
every wish and hope seemed thwarted. 
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